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Abstract Human parsing aims to partition humans in

image or video into multiple pixel-level semantic parts.

In the last decade, it has gained significantly increased

interest in the computer vision community and has been

utilized in a broad range of practical applications, from

security monitoring, to social media, to visual special ef-

fects, just to name a few. Although deep learning-based

human parsing solutions have made remarkable achieve-

ments, many important concepts, existing challenges,

and potential research directions are still confusing. In

this survey, we comprehensively review three core sub-

tasks: single human parsing, multiple human parsing,

and video human parsing, by introducing their respective

task settings, background concepts, relevant problems

and applications, representative literature, and datasets.

We also present quantitative performance comparisons
of the reviewed methods on benchmark datasets. Ad-

ditionally, to promote sustainable development of the

community, we put forward a transformer-based human

parsing framework, providing a high-performance base-

line for follow-up research through universal, concise,

and extensible solutions. Finally, we point out a set

of under-investigated open issues in this field and sug-

gest new directions for future study. We also provide a

regularly updated project page, to continuously track

recent developments in this fast-advancing field: https:

//github.com/soeaver/awesome-human-parsing.
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Fig. 1: Human parsing tasks reviewed in this survey: (a)
single human parsing (SHP) [83]; (b) multiple human parsing
(MHP) [44]; (c) video human parsing (VHP) [216].

1 Introduction

Human parsing [87,97,161,164,178], considered as the

fundamental task of human-centric visual understanding

[106], aims to classify the human parts and clothing

accessories in images or videos at pixel-level. Numerous

studies have been conducted on human parsing due to its

crucial role in widespread application areas, e.g., security

monitoring, autonomous driving, social media, electronic

commerce, visual special effects, artistic creation, giving

birth to various excellent human parsing solutions and

applications.

As early as the beginning of this century, some

studies tried to identify the level of upper body cloth-
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ing [4], the grammatical representations of clothing [10]

and the deformation of body contour [47] under very

limited circumstances. These early studies facilitated

the research on pixel-level human parts and clothing

recognition, i.e., human parsing task. Immediately af-

terward, some traditional machine learning and com-

puter vision techniques were utilized to solve human

parsing problems, e.g., structured model [30,178,191],

clustering algorithm [7], grammar model [29,220], con-

ditional random field [73, 84, 177], template matching

[3, 100] and super-pixel [36, 112, 153]. Afterward, the
prosperity of deep learning and convolutional neural

network [42,59,70,82,85,145,148] has further promoted

the vigorous development of human parsing. Atten-

tion mechanism [12, 19, 102, 189], scale-aware features

[103,171,187,202], tree structure [69, 161], graph struc-

ture [43, 164, 200], edge-aware learning [120, 142, 203],

pose-aware learning [97, 132, 210] and other technolo-

gies [89,92,115,125] greatly improved the performance

of human parsing. However, some existing challenges

and under-investigated issues make human parsing still

a task worthy of further exploration.

With the rapid development of human parsing, sev-

eral literature reviews have been produced. However, ex-

isting surveys are not precise and in-depth: some surveys

only provide a superficial introduction of human parsing

from a macro fashion/social media perspective [23, 127],
or only review a sub-task of human parsing from a micro

face parsing perspective [76]. In addition, due to the

fuzziness of taxonomy and the diversity of methods, com-

prehensive and in-depth investigation is highly needed

and helpful. In response, we provide the first review that

systematically introduces background concepts, recent
advances, and an outlook on human parsing.

1.1 Scope

This survey reviews human parsing from a comprehen-

sive perspective, including not only single human pars-

ing (Figure 1 (a)) but also multiple human parsing

(Figure 1 (b)) and video human parsing (Figure 1 (c)).

At the technical level, this survey focuses on the deep

learning-based human parsing methods and datasets in

recent ten years. To provide the necessary background,

it also introduces some relevant literature from non-

deep learning and other fields. At the practical level,

the advantages and disadvantages of various methods

are compared, and detailed performance comparisons

are given. In addition to summarizing and analyzing

the existing work, we also give an outlook for the fu-

ture opportunities of human parsing and put forward

a new transformer-based baseline to promote sustain-

able development of the community. A curated list

of human parsing methods and datasets and the pro-

posed transformer-based baseline can be found at https:

//github.com/soeaver/awesome-human-parsing.

1.2 Organization

Figure 2 shows the outline of this survey. §2 gives some

brief background on problem formulation and challenges

(§2.1), human parsing taxonomy (§2.2), relevant tasks
(§2.3), and applications of human parsing (§2.4). §3 pro-

vides a detailed review of representative deep learning-

based human parsing studies. Frequently used datasets

and performance comparisons are reviewed in §4 and §5.
An outlook for the future opportunities of human pars-

ing is presented in §6, including a new transformer-based

baseline (§6.1), under-investigated open issues (§6.2),
new directions (§6.3), and human parsing in foundation

models era (§6.4) for future study. Conclusions will be

drawn in §7.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Problem Formulation and Challenges

Formally, we use x to represent input human-centric

data, y to represent pixel-level supervision target, X
and Y to denote the space of input data and supervision

target. Human parsing is to map data x to target y:

X 7→ Y. The problem formulation is consistent with

image segmentation [129], butX is limited to the human-

centric space. Therefore, in many literatures, human

parsing is regarded as fine-grained image segmentation.

The central problem of human parsing is how to

model human structures. As we all know, the human

body presents a highly structured hierarchy, and all

parts interact naturally. Most parsers hope to construct

this interaction explicitly or implicitly. However, the fol-

lowing challenges make the problem more complicated:

• Large Intra-class Variation. In human parsing,

objects with large visual appearance gaps may share the

same semantic categories. For example, “upper clothes”

is an abstract concept without strict visual constraints.

Many kinds of objects of color, texture, and shape be-

long to this category, leading to significant intra-class

variations. Further challenges may be added by illumina-

tion changes, different viewpoints, noise corruption, low-
image resolution, and filtering distortion. Large intra-

class variations will increase the difficulty of classifier

learning decision boundaries, resulting in semantic in-

consistency in prediction.

• Unconstrained Poses. In the earlier human pars-

ing benchmarks [30, 103, 112, 178], the data is usually
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Fig. 2: Outline of this survey.

collected from fashion media. From them people often
stand or have a limited number of simple pose. However,

in the wild, human pose is unconstrained, showing great

diversity. Therefore, more and more studies begin to pay

attention to real-world human parsing. Unconstrained

poses will increase the state space of target geometrically,

which brings great challenges to the human semantic

representations. Moreover, the left-right discrimination

problem in human parsing is widespread (e.g., left-arm

vs right-arm, left-leg vs right-leg), and it is also severely

affected by unconstrained poses [115,117,142].

• Occlusion. Occlusion mainly presents two modes: (1)

occlusion between humans and objects; (2) occlusion

between humans. The former will destroy the continu-

ity of human parts or clothing, resulting in incomplete

apparent information of the targets, forming local se-

mantic loss, and easily causing ambiguity [103,202]. The

latter is a more severe challenge. In addition to continu-

ity destruction, it often causes foreground confusion. In

human parsing, only the occluded target human is re-

garded as the foreground, while the others are regarded

as the background. However, they have similar appear-

ance, making it difficult to determine which part belongs

to the foreground [183].

Remark. In addition to the above challenges, some

scenario-based challenges also hinder the progress of

human parsing, such as the trade-off between inference

efficiency and accuracy in crowded scenes, motion blur,
and camera position changes in movement scenes.

2.2 Human Parsing Taxonomy

According to the characteristics (number of humans,

data modal) of the input space X , human parsing can

be categorized into three sub-tasks (see Figure 1): sin-

gle human parsing, multiple human parsing, and video

human parsing.

• Single Human Parsing (SHP). SHP is the corner-

stone of human parsing, which assumes that there is only

one foreground human instance in the image. Therefore,

y just contains corresponding semantic category super-

vision at the pixel-level. Simple and straightforward task

definitions make most related research focus on how to

model robust and generalized human parts relationship.

In addition to being the cornerstone of human parsing,

SHP is also often used as an auxiliary supervision for

some tasks, e.g., person re-identification, human mesh

reconstruction, virtual try-on.

• Multiple Human Parsing (MHP). Multiple hu-

man parsing, also known as instance-level human pars-
ing, aims to parse multiple human instances in a single

pass. Besides category information, y also provides in-

stance supervision in pixel-level, i.e., the person identity

of each pixel. The core problems of MHP are how to

discriminate different human instances and how to learn

each human feature in crowded scenes comprehensively.

In addition, inference efficiency is also an important con-

cern of MHP. Ideally, inference should be real-time and

independent of human instance numbers. Except as an

independent task, MHP sometimes is jointed with other

human visual understanding tasks in a multi-task learn-

ing manner, such as pose estimation [121, 217], dense

pose [186] or panoptic segmentation [40].

• Video Human Parsing (VHP). VHP needs to

parse every human in the video data, which can be

regarded as a complex visual task integrating video seg-

mentation and image-level human parsing. The current

VHP studies mainly adopt the unsupervised video ob-

ject segmentation settings [162], i.e., y is unknown in

the training stage, and the ground-truth of the first
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frame is given in the inference stage. The temporal cor-

respondence will only be approximated according to x.

Relative to SHP and MHP, VHP faces more challenges

that are inevitable in video segmentation settings, e.g.,

motion blur and camera position changes. Benefitting

by the gradual popularity of video data, VHP has a wide

range of application potential, and the typical cases are

intelligent monitoring and video editing.

Remark. Over recent years, some potential research

directions have also received attention, including weakly-

supervised human parsing [33, 92, 210], one-shot human

parsing [53,55] and interactive human parsing [37,38].

2.3 Relevant Tasks

Among the research in computer vision, there are some

tasks with strong relevance to human parsing, which

are briefly described in the following.

• Pose Estimation. The purpose of pose estimation

[166,174,212] is to locate human parts and build body

representations (such as skeletons) from input data.

Human parsing and pose estimation share the same
input space X , but there are some differences in the

supervision targets. The most crucial difference is that

human parsing is a dense prediction task, which needs

to predict the category of each pixel. Meanwhile, pose

estimation is a sparse prediction task, only focusing on

the location of a limited number of keypoints. These two
tasks are also often presented in multi-task learning, or

one of them is used as a guiding condition for the other.

For example, human parsing as a guide can help pose

estimation to reduce the impact of clothing on human

appearance [84].

• Image Segmentation. Image segmentation [129,145,

206] is a fundamental topic in image processing and
computer vision. It mainly includes semantic segmenta-

tion and instance segmentation. As a basic visual task,

there are many research directions can be regarded as

branches, and human parsing is one of them. In the

pre-deep learning era, image segmentation focuses on

the continuity of color, texture, and edge, while human

parsing pays more attention to the body topology mod-

eling. In the deep learning era, the methods in two fields

show more similarities. However, more and more human

parsing literature choose to model the parts relation-

ship as the goal, which is significantly different from the
general goal of image segmentation. Therefore, human

parsing and image segmentation are closely related but

independent problems.

Remark. Ordinarily, most human-centric dense predic-

tion task show positively relevance with human parsing,

e.g., human matting [13,110], human mesh reconstruc-

tion [48,214] and face/hand parsing [96,105].

2.4 Applications of Human Parsing

As a crucial task in computer vision, there are a large

number of applications based on human parsing. We

will introduce some common ones below.

• Dense Pose Estimation. The goal of dense pose

estimation is to map all human pixels in an RGB image

to the 3D surface of the human body [49]. Human pars-

ing is an important pre-condition that can constrain the

mapping of dense points. At present, the mainstream

dense pose estimation methods explicitly integrate hu-

man parsing supervision, such as DensePose R-CNN [49],

Parsing R-CNN [186], and SimPose [221]. Therefore, the

performance of human parsing will directly affect dense

pose estimation results.

• Person Re-identification. Person re-identification

seeks to predict whether two images from different cam-

eras belong to the same person. The apparent character-

istics of human body is an important factor affecting the
accuracy. Human parsing can provide pixel-level seman-

tic information, helping re-identification models perceive

the position and composition of human parts/clothing.

Various studies have introduced human parsing explic-

itly or implicitly into re-identification methods, which

improves the model performance in multiple aspects, e.g.,

local visual cues [74, 190], spatial alignment [62, 95, 147],

background-bias elimination [151], domain adaptation

[18], clothes changing [137,194].

• Virtual Try-on. Virtual try-on is a burgeoning and

interesting application in the vision and graphic com-

munities [28, 51, 109,157,170,175,193,205]. Most of the

research follows the three processes: human parsing, ap-

pearance generation, and refinement. Therefore, human

parsing is a necessary step to obtain clothing masks,

appearance constraints and pose maintenance. Recently,

some work began to study the parser-free virtual try-

on [9,66,104]. Through teacher-student learning, parsing-

based pre-training, and other technologies, the virtual

try-on can be realized without the human parsing map

during inference. However, most works still introduced

the parsing results during training, and the generation

quality retains gap from parser-based methods.

• Conditional Human Image Generation. Image

generation/synthesis as a field has seen a lot of progress

in recent years [46, 75, 131, 133]. Non-existent but fi-

delity images can be created in large quantities. Among

them, human image generation has attracted attention

because of its rich downstream applications. Compared

with unconditional generation, conditional generation

can produce corresponding output as needed, and hu-

man parsing map is one of the most widely used pre-

conditions. There have been a lot of excellent works

on parsing-based conditional human image generation,
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Fig. 3: Timeline of representative human parsing works from 2012 to 2023. The upper part represents the datasets of
human parsing (§4), and the lower part represents the models of human parsing (§3).

e.g., CPFNet [168], InsetGAN [35], ControlNet [198]

and Composer [63].

• VR / AR. Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented

Reality (AR) technologies are currently receiving a great

deal of attention [15,144,169], thanks in large part to

the commercial availability of new immersive platforms.

Human parsing is a crucial visual technology in VR /
AR, which can help the system accurately locate human

parts, recognize gestures, recognize clothing and actions.

Some work has extensively attempted human parsing

technology in fields such as interactive games, clothing

shopping, and immersive education.

Remark. Besides the above cases, in general, most of

the human-centric generation applications can be built

with the help of human parsing, e.g., deepfakes [14,188],

style transfer [65,118,126], clothing editing [78,134,154].

3 Deep Learning Based Human Parsing

The existing human parsing can be categorized into

three sub-tasks: single human parsing, multiple human

parsing, and video human parsing, focusing on parts

relationship modeling, human instance discrimination,

and temporal correspondence learning, respectively. Ac-

cording to this taxonomy, we sort out the representative

works (lower part of Figure 3) and review them in detail

below.

3.1 Single Human Parsing (SHP) Models

SHP considers extracting human features through parts

relationship modeling. According to the modeling strat-

egy, SHP models can be divided into three main classes:

context learning, structured representation, and multi-
task learning. Moreover, considering some special but

interesting methods, we will review them as “other mod-

eling models”. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics

for reviewed SHP models.

3.1.1 Context Learning

Context learning, a mainstream paradigm for single hu-

man parsing, seeks to learn the connection between local

and global features to model human parts relationship.

Recent studies have developed various context learn-

ing methods to handle single human parsing, including

attention mechanism and scale-aware features.

• Attention Mechanism. The first initiative was pro-

posed in [12] that applies an attention mechanism for

parts relationship modeling. Specifically, soft weights,

learned by attention mechanism, are used to weight

different scale features and merge them. At almost

the same time, LG-LSTM [102], Graph-LSTM [101]

and Struc-LSTM [98] exploit complex local and global

context information through Long Short-Term Mem-

ory (LSTM) [60] and achieve very competitive results.

Then, [19] proposes a Semantic Prediction Guidance

(SPG) module that learns to re-weight the local fea-
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Table 1: Summary of essential characteristics for reviewed SHP models (§3.1). The training datasets and whether it is
open source are also listed. See §4 for more detailed descriptions of datasets. These notes also apply to the other tables.

Context Structured Multi-task Others
Year Method Pub.

Attention Scale-aware Tree Graph Edge Pose Denoising Adversarial
Datasets Open Source

2012 Yamaguchi [178] CVPR - - - - - ✓ - - FS -

2013
DMPM [30] ICCV - - ✓ - - - - - FS/DP -

PaperDoll [177] ICCV - - - - - ✓ - - FS -
CFPD [112] TMM - - - - - ✓ - - CFPD -

2014 HPM [29] CVPR - - ✓ - - ✓ - - FS/DP -

2015

M-CNN [114] CVPR - - - ✓ - - - - ATR -
Co-CNN [103] ICCV - ✓ - - - - - - FS/ATR -

FPVC [113] TMM - - - - - ✓ - - FS/DP -
ATR [100] TPAMI - - ✓ - - - - - FS/DP -

2016

AOG [173] AAAI - - ✓ - - ✓ - - - -
Attention [12] CVPR ✓ ✓ - - - - - - PPP ✓

LG-LSTM [102] CVPR ✓ - - - - - - - FS/ATR/PPP -
Graph-LSTM [101] ECCV ✓ - - ✓ - - - - FS/ATR/PPP -

HAZN [171] ECCV - ✓ - - - - - - PPP -
SYSU-Clothes [99] TMM - - - ✓ - - - - SYSU-Clothes -

2017
Struc-LSTM [98] CVPR ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - - - ATR/PPP -

SSL [45] CVPR - - - - - ✓ - - LIP/PPP ✓
Joint [172] CVPR - - - - - ✓ - - PPP -

2018

ProCNet [219] AAAI - - ✓ - - - - - PPP -
AFLA [115] AAAI - - - - - - - ✓ LIP -
WSHP [33] CVPR - - - - - ✓ - - PPP -

TGPNet [124] MM - ✓ - - - - - - ATR ✓
MuLA [132] ECCV - - - - - ✓ - - LIP/PPP -

MMAN [125] ECCV - - - - - - ✓ LIP/PPP/PPSS ✓
JPPNet [97] TPAMI - - - - - ✓ - - LIP/PPP ✓

2019

CE2P [142] AAAI - ✓ - - ✓ - - - LIP ✓
Graphonomy [43] CVPR - - ✓ ✓ - - - - ATR/PPP ✓

CNIF [161] ICCV - - ✓ - - - - - ATR/LIP/PPP ✓
BSANet [209] ICCV - ✓ - - ✓ - - - PPP -

CCNet [64]
ICCV
TPAMI

✓ - - - ✓ - - - LIP ✓

SPGNet [19] ICCV ✓ - - - - - - - PPP -
BraidNet [117] MM - ✓ - - - - - - LIP -

2020

Grapy-ML [54] AAAI ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - - - ATR/PPP ✓
HHP [164] CVPR - - ✓ ✓ - - - - ATR/LIP/PPP/PPSS ✓
SLRS [92] CVPR - - - ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ATR/LIP -

PCNet [202] CVPR - ✓ - ✓ - - - - LIP/PPP -
CorrPM [203] CVPR - - - - ✓ ✓ - - ATR/LIP ✓
DTCF [120] MM - ✓ - - ✓ - - - LIP/PPP -

SemaTree [69] ECCV ✓ - ✓ - - - - - LIP ✓
OCR [196] ECCV ✓ ✓ - - - - - - LIP ✓

BGNet [201] ECCV - - ✓ ✓ - - - - LIP/PPP/PPSS -
HRNet [159] TPAMI - ✓ - - - - - - LIP ✓
SCHP [89] TPAMI - - - - ✓ - ✓ - ATR/LIP/PPP ✓

2021

HIPN [119] AAAI - - - - - - ✓ - LIP/PPP -
POPNet [53] AAAI ✓ - - - - - - - ATR-OS ✓
MCIBI [71] ICCV ✓ - - - - - - - LIP ✓
ISNet [72] ICCV ✓ - - - - - - - LIP ✓

NPPNet [197] ICCV - ✓ - - - ✓ - - LIP/PPP ✓
HTCorrM [204] TPAMI ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ - - ATR/LIP -

PRHP [163] TPAMI - - ✓ ✓ - - - - ATR/LIP/PPP/PPSS ✓

2022

CDGNet [111] CVPR ✓ - - - ✓ - - - ATR/LIP ✓
HSSN [87] CVPR - ✓ ✓ - - - - - LIP/PPP ✓
PRM [200] TMM - - - ✓ - - - - LIP/PPP -

PADNet [210] TPAMI - - - - - ✓ - - PPP -

2023
SST [179] CVPR - ✓ - - - - - - ATR/PPP ✓

SOLIDER [16] CVPR ✓ - - - - - - - LIP ✓
EOPNet [55] TPAMI ✓ - - - - - - - ATR-OS ✓

tures through the guidance from pixel-wise semantic

prediction. With the rise of graph model, researchers

realized that attention mechanism is able to establish

the correlation between graph model nodes. For exam-

ple, [54] introduces Graph Pyramid Mutual Learning
(Grapy-ML) to address the cross-dataset human parsing

problem, in which the self-attention is used to model

the correlations between context nodes. Although atten-

tion mechanisms have achieved great results in previous

work, global context dependency cannot be fully un-

derstood due to the lack of explicit prior supervision.

CDGNet [111] adopts the human parsing labels accu-

mulated in the horizontal and vertical directions as the

supervisions, aiming to learn the position distribution of

human parts, and weighting them to the global features
through attention mechanism to achieve accurate parts

relationship modeling. POPNet [53] and EOPNet [55]

combine attention mechanism with metric learning to

attempt solving the one-shot human parsing issue, pro-
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viding a new solution for fashion applications without

predefined human part categories.

• Scale-aware Features. The most intuitive context

learning method is to directly use scale-aware features

(e.g. multi-scale features [11, 206], features pyramid net-

works [79,107]), which has been widely verified in seman-

tic segmentation [129]. The earliest effort can be tracked

back to CoCNN [103]. It integrates cross layer con-

text, global image-level context, super-pixel context, and

cross super-pixel neighborhood context into a unified

architecture, which solves the obstacle of low-resolution
features in FCN [145] for modeling parts relationship.

Subsequently, [171] proposes Hierarchical Auto-Zoom

Net (HAZN), which adaptively zooms predicted image

regions into their proper scales to refine the parsing.

TGPNet [124] considers that the label fragmentation

and complex annotation in human parsing datasets is

a non-negligible problem to hinder accurate parts rela-

tionship modeling, trying to alleviate this limitation by

supervising multi-scale context information. PCNet [202]

further studies the adaptive contextual features, and

captures the representative global context by mining the

associated semantics of human parts through proposed

part class module, relational aggregation module, and

relational dispersion module.

3.1.2 Structured Representation

The purpose of structured representation is to learn the

inherent combination or decomposition mode of human

parts, so as to model parts relationship. Research efforts

in this field are mainly made along two directions: using

a tree structure to represent the hierarchical relationship

between body and parts, and using a graph structure to

represent the connectivity relationship between different

parts. These two ideas are complementary to each other,

so they have often been adopted simultaneously in some

recent work.

• Tree Structure. DMPM [30] and HPM [29] solve

the single human parsing issue by using the parselets

representation, which construct a group of parsable seg-

ments by low-level over-segmentation algorithms, and

represent these segments as leaf nodes, then search for

the best graph configuration to obtain semantic human

parsing results. Similarly, [100] formulates human pars-

ing as an Active Template Regression (ATR) problem,

where each human part is represented as the linear com-

bination of learned mask templates and morphed to a

more precise mask with the active shape parameters.

Then the human parsing results are generated from the

mask template coefficients and the active shape param-

eters. In the same line of work, ProCNet [219] deals

with human parsing as a progressive recognition task,

modeling structured parts relationship by locating the

whole body and then segmenting hierarchical compo-

nents gradually. CNIF [161] further extends the human

tree structure and represents human body as a hierarchy

of multi-level semantic parts, treating human parsing

as a multi-source information fusion process. A more

efficient solution is developed in [69], which uses a tree

structure to encode human physiological composition,

then designs a coarse to fine process in a cascade manner

to generate accurate parsing results.

• Graph Structure. Graph structure is an excellent

relationship modeling method. Some researchers con-
sider introducing it into human parsing networks for

part-relation reasoning. A clothing co-parsing system is

designed by [99], which takes the segmented regions as

the vertices. It incorporates several contexts of clothing

configuration to build a multi-image graphical model.

To address the cross-dataset human parsing problem,

Graphonomy [43] proposes a universal human parsing

agent, introducing hierarchical graph transfer learning to

encode the underlying label semantic elements and prop-

agate relevant semantic information. BGNet [201] hopes

to improve the accuracy of human parsing in similar or

cluttered scenes through graph structure. It exploits the

human inherent hierarchical structure and the relation-

ship between different human parts employing grammar

rules in both cascaded and paralleled manner to cor-

rect the segmentation performance of easily confused

human parts. A landmark work on this line was pro-

posed by Wang et al. [163,164]. A hierarchical human

parser (HHP) is constructed, representing the hierar-

chical human structure by three kinds of part relations:

decomposition, composition, and dependency. Besides,

HHP uses the prism of a message-passing, feed-back
inference scheme to reason the human structure effec-

tively. Following this idea, [200] proposes Part-aware

Relation Modeling (PRM) to handle human parsing,

generating features with adaptive context for various

sizes and shapes of human parts.

3.1.3 Multi-task Learning

The auxiliary supervisions can help the parser better

understand the relationship between parts, such as part

edges or human pose. Therefore, multi-task learning has

become an essential paradigm for single human parsing.

• Edge-aware Learning. Edge information is implicit

in the human parsing dataset. Thus edge-aware super-

vision or feature can be introduced into the human

parser without additional labeling costs. In particular,

edge-aware learning can enhance the model’s ability to

discriminate adjacent parts and improve the fineness

of part boundaries. The typical work is [142], which

proposes a Context Embedding with Edge Perceiving

(CE2P) framework, using an edge perceiving module to
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integrate the characteristic of object contour to refine the

part boundaries. Because of its excellent performance

and scalability, CE2P has become the baseline for many

subsequent works. CorrPM [203] and HTCorrM [204] are

built on CE2P, and further use part edges to help model

the parts relationship. They construct a heterogeneous

non-local module to mix the edge, pose and semantic

features into a hybrid representation, and explore the

spatial affinity between the hybrid representation and

the parsing feature map at all positions. BSANet [209]

considers that edge information is helpful to eliminate
the part-level ambiguities and proposes a joint pars-

ing framework with boundary and semantic awareness

to address this issue. Specifically, a boundary-aware

module is employed to make intermediate-level features

focus on part boundaries for accurate localization, which

is then fused with high-level features for efficient part

recognition. To further enrich the edge-aware features,

a dual-task cascaded framework (DTCF) is developed

in [120], which implicitly integrates parsing and edge fea-

tures to refine the human parsing results progressively.

• Pose-aware Learning. Both human parsing and

pose estimation seek to predict dense and structured

human representation. There is a high intrinsic rela-

tionship between them. Therefore, some studies have

tried to use pose-aware learning to assist in parts re-

lationship modeling. As early as 2012, Yamaguchi et

al. [177, 178] exploited the relationship between cloth-

ing and the underlying body pose, exploring techniques

to accurately parse person wearing clothing into their

constituent garment pieces. Almost immediately, Liu et

al. [112] combined the human pose estimation module

with an MRF-based color/category inference module

and a super-pixel category classifier module to parse

fashion items in images. Subsequently, Liu et al. [113]

extends this idea to semi-supervised human parsing,

collecting a large number of unlabeled videos, using

cross-frame context for human pose co-estimation, and

then performs video joint human parsing. SSL [45] and

JPPNet [97] choose to impose human pose structures

into parsing results without resorting to extra super-

vision, and adopt the multi-task learning manner to

explore efficient human parts relationship modeling. A

similar work is developed by [132], which presents a

Mutual Learning to Adapt model (MuLA) for joint

human parsing and pose estimation. MuLA can fast

adjust the parsing and pose models to provide more ro-

bust and accurate results by incorporating information

from corresponding models. Different from the above

work, Zeng et al. [197]. focus on how to automatically

design a unified model and perform two tasks simultane-

ously to benefit each other. Inspired by NAS [34], they

propose to search for an efficient network architecture

Table 2: Highlights of parts relationship modeling meth-
ods for SHP models (§3.1). Representative Works of each
method are also give.

Method
Representative

Works
Highlights

Attention

[12,101,102]
[19,54,98]
[16,64,111]

[55]

It is helpful to locate interested human parts,
suppress useless background information.

Scale-aware
[103,124,171]

[179,202]
Fusion low-level texture and high-level semantic

features, help to parse small human parts.

Tree
[29,30,100]
[69,161,219]

Simulate the composition and decomposition
relationship between human parts and body.

Graph
[43,99,201]

[163,164,200]
Modeling the correlation and difference between

human parts.

Edge
[142,203,204]

[120,209]
Solve the pixel confusion problem on the boundary

of adjacent parts, generating finer boundary.

Pose
[112,177,178]
[45,97,113]

[132,197,210]

As context clues to improve semantic consistency
between parsing results and body structure.

Denoising [89,92,119]
Alleviate the impact of super-pixel or annotation

errors, improving the robustness.

Adversarial [115,125]
Reduce the domain differences between training

data and testing data, improving the generalization.

(NPPNet), searching the encoder-decoder architectures

respectively, and embed NAS units in both multi-scale

feature interaction and high-level feature fusion. To

get rid of annotating pixel-wise human parts masks, a

weakly-supervised human parsing approach is proposed

by PADNet [210]. They develop an iterative training

framework to transform pose knowledge into part pri-
ors, so that only pose annotations are required during

training, greatly alleviating the annotation burdens.

3.1.4 Other Modeling Models

Other works attempt to employ techniques outside of

the above taxonomy, such as denoising and adversar-

ial learning, which also make specific contributions to

the human parts relationship modeling and deserve a

separate look.

• Denoising. To reduce the labeling cost, there is a

large amount of noise in the mainstream SHP datasets

[45,100], so denoising learning for accurate human parts

relationship modeling has also received some attention.

SCHP [89] is the most representative work. It starts

with using inaccurate parsing labels as the initializa-

tion and designs a cyclically learning scheduler to in-

fer more reliable pseudo labels In the same period, Li

et al. [92] attempt to combine denoising learning and

semi-supervised learning, proposing Self-Learning with

Rectification (SLR) strategy for human parsing. SLR

generates pseudo labels for unlabeled data to retrain

the parsing model and introduces a trainable graph

reasoning method to correct typical errors in pseudo

labels. Based on SLR, HIPN [119] further explores to

combine denoising learning with semi-supervised learn-

ing, which develops the noise-tolerant hybrid learning,

taking advantage of positive and negative learning to

better handle noisy pseudo labels.
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Table 3: Summary of essential characteristics for re-
viewed MHP models (§3.2). “BU” indicates bottom-up;
“1S-TD” indicates one-stage top-down; “2S-TD” indicates two-
stage top-down.

Year Method Pub. Pipeline Datasets Open Source

2017 Holistic [90] BMVC 1S-TD PPP -
2018 PGN [44] ECCV BU PPP/CIHP ✓

2019

CE2P [142] AAAI 2S-TD CIHP/MHP-v2.0 ✓
Parsing R-CNN [186] CVPR 1S-TD CIHP/MHP-v2.0 ✓

BraidNet [117] MM 2S-TD CIHP -
Unified [138] BMVC 1S-TD PPP/CIHP -

2020

RP R-CNN [185] ECCV 1S-TD CIHP/MHP-v2.0 ✓
SemaTree [69] ECCV 2S-TD CIHP/MHP-v2.0 ✓

NAN [208] IJCV BU MHP-v1.0/MHP-v2.0 ✓
SCHP [89] TPAMI 2S-TD CIHP/MHP-v2.0/VIP ✓

2021 MGHR [217,218]
CVPR
TPAMI

BU
PPP/MHP-v2.0
/COCO-DP

✓

2022 AIParsing [199] TIP 1S-TD CIHP/MHP-v2.0/VIP -

2023
HPSP [94] TMM BU CIHP/MHP-v2.0 -

ReSParser [26] TMM 1S-TD CIHP/MHP-v2.0 -
CID [158] TPAMI 1S-TD CIHP/MHP-v2.0 -

• Adversarial Learning. Earlier, inspired by the Gen-

erative Adversarial Nets (GAN) [46], a few works use ad-

versarial learning to solve problems in parts relationship

modeling. For example, to solve the domain adaptation

problem, AFLA [115] proposes a cross-domain human

parsing network, introducing a discriminative feature

adversarial network and a structured label adversarial

network to eliminate cross-domain differences in visual

appearance and environment conditions. MMAN [125]

hopes to solve the problem of low-level local and high-

level semantic inconsistency in pixel-wise classification

loss. It contains two discriminators: Macro D, acting

on low-resolution label map and penalizing semantic in-

consistency; Micro D, focusing on high-resolution label

map and restraining local inconsistency.

Remark. In fact, many single human parsing models

use a variety of parts relationship modeling methods.
Therefore, our above taxonomy only introduces the core

methods of each model. Table 2 summarizes the high-

lights of each parts relationship modeling method.

3.2 Multiple Human Parsing (MHP) Models

MHP seeks to locate and parse each human in the image

plane. The task setting is similar to instance segmen-

tation, so it is also called instance-level human pars-

ing. We divide MHP into three paradigms: bottom-up,

one-stage top-down, and two-stage top-down, according

to its pipeline of discriminating human instances. The

essential characteristics of reviewed MHP models are

illustrated in Table 3.

• Bottom-up. Bottom-up paradigm regards multiple

human parsing as a fine-grained semantic segmenta-

tion task, which predicts the category of each pixel and

grouping them into corresponding human instance. In a

seminal work [44], Gong et al. propose a detection-free

Part Grouping Network (PGN) that reformulates multi-

ple human parsing as two twinned sub-tasks (semantic

part segmentation and instance-aware edge detection)

that can be jointly learned and mutually refined via

a unified network. Among them, instance-aware edge

detection task can group semantic parts into distinct hu-

man instances. Then, NAN [208] proposes a deep Nested

Adversarial Network for multiple human parsing. NAN

consists of three GAN-like sub-nets, performing seman-

tic saliency prediction, instance-agnostic parsing, and

instance-aware clustering, respectively. Recently, Zhou

et al. [217] propose a new bottom-up regime to learn

category-level multiple human parsing as well as pose es-
timation in a joint and end-to-end manner, called Multi-

Granularity Human Representation (MGHR) learning.

MGHR exploits structural information over different hu-

man granularities, transforming the difficult pixel group-

ing problem into an easier multi human joint assembling

task to simplify the difficulty of human instances dis-

crimination. Similar to PGN [44], HPSP [94] is also a

detection-free multiple human parser, which decomposes

this task into two subtasks via a unified network, namely

semantic segmentation and instance segmentation, and

obtains instance-level human parsing results through

Hadamard product.

• One-stage Top-down. One-stage top-down is the

mainstream paradigm of multiple human parsing. It

first locates each human instance in the image plane,

then segments each human part in an end-to-end man-

ner. An early attempt is Holistic [90], which consists

of a human detection network and a part semantic seg-

mentation network, then passing the results of both

networks to an instance CRF [77] to perform multiple

human parsing. Inspired by Mask R-CNN [58], Qin et

al. [138] propose a top-down unified framework that

simultaneously performs human detection and single

human parsing, identifying instances and parsing hu-

man parts in crowded scenes. A milestone one-stage

top-down multiple human parsing model is proposed by

Yang et al., that enhances Mask R-CNN in all aspects,

and proposes Parsing R-CNN [186] network, greatly

improving the accuracy of multiple human parsing con-

cisely. Subsequently, Yang et al. propose an improved

version of Parsing R-CNN, called RP R-CNN [185],

which introduces a global semantic enhanced feature

pyramid network and a parsing re-scoring network into

the high-performance pipeline, achieving better per-

formance. AIParsing [199] introduces the anchor-free

detector [152] into the one-stage top-down paradigm

for discriminating human instances, avoiding the hyper-

parameters sensitivity caused by anchors. Later, CID

abandons detection boxes and decouples persons in an

image into multiple instance-aware feature maps, which

has better robustness to person detection errors.
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Table 4: Highlights of human instances discrimination
methods for MHP models (§3.2). Representative Works
of each method are also give.

Method
Representative

Works
Highlights

Bottom-up
[44,208,217]

[94]

Good model efficiency, good accuracy on pixel-wise
segmentation, and poor accuracy on instances

discrimination.

One-stage
Top-down

[90,138,186]
[26,185,199]

[158]

Better trade-off between model efficiency and accuracy.
But pixel-wise segmentation, especially the part

boundary is not fine enough.
Two-stage
Top-down

[69,117,142]
[89]

Good accuracy and poor efficiency, the model inference
time is proportional to human instances number.

• Two-stage Top-down. One-stage top-down and

two-stage top-down paradigms are basically the same in
operation flow. The difference between them is whether

the detector is trained together with the segmentation

sub-network in an end-to-end manner. All the two-stage

bottom-up multiple human parsing methods consist of a

human detector and a single human parser. The earliest

attempt is CE2P [142], which designs a framework called

M-CE2P on CE2P and Mask R-CNN, cropping the de-

tected human instances, then sending them to the single

human parser, finally combining the parsing results of

all instances into a multiple human parsing prediction.

Subsequent works, e.g., BraidNet [117], SemaTree [69],

and SCHP [89], basically inherit this pipeline.

Remark. The advantage of bottom-up and one-stage

top-down is efficiency, and the advantage of two-stage

top-down is accuracy. But as a non-end-to-end pipeline,

the inference speed of two-stage top-down is positively

correlated with the number of human instances, which

also limits its practical application value. The detailed

highlights of three human instances discrimination meth-

ods are summarized in Table 4.

3.3 Video Human Parsing (VHP) Models

Existing VHP studies mainly focus to propagate the first

frame into the entire video by the affinity matrix, which

represents the temporal correspondences learnt from

raw video data. Considering the unsupervised learn-

ing paradigms, we can group them into three classes:

cycle-tracking, reconstructive learning, and contrastive

learning. We summarize the essential characteristics of

reviewed VHP models in Table 5.

• Cycle-tracking. Early VHP methods model the unsu-

pervised learning target mainly by the cycle-consistency

of video frames, i.e., pixels/patches are expected to

fall into the same locations after a cycle of forward-

backward tracking. ATEN [216] first leverages convolu-

tional gated recurrent units to encode temporal feature-

level changes, optical flow of non-key frames is wrapped

with the temporal memory to generate their features.

TimeCycle [165] tracks the reference patch backward-

forward in the video. The reference and the tracked

Table 5: Summary of essential characteristics for re-
viewed VHP models (§3.3). “Cycle.” indicates cycle-
tracking; “Recons.” indicates reconstructive learning; “Con-
tra.” indicates contrastive learning. All models are test on the
VIP dataset.

Year Method Pub. Cycle. Recons. Contra. Open Source

2018 ATEN [216] MM ✓ - - ✓

2019
TimeCycle [165] CVPR ✓ - - ✓

UVC [93] NeurIPS ✓ ✓ - ✓
2020 CRW [67] NeurIPS ✓ - - ✓

2021

ContrastCorr [160] AAAI ✓ ✓ ✓
CLTC [68] CVPR - - ✓ -
VFS [176] ICCV - - ✓ ✓

JSTG [211] ICCV ✓ - ✓ -

2022

LIIR [88] CVPR - ✓ - ✓
SCC [146] CVPR ✓ - ✓ -
SFC [61] ECCV - - ✓ ✓

UVC+ [128] ArXiv ✓ ✓ ✓ -

2023
STVC [91] CVPR - ✓ - ✓

SMTC [136] ICCV - - ✓ ✓
SiamMAE [50] ArXiv - ✓ - -

Table 6: Highlights of temporal correspondences learn-
ing methods for VHP models (§3.3). Representative Works
of each method are also give.

Method
Representative

Works
Highlights

Cycle-
tracking

[93,165]
[67,128]

Capturing temporal variations, may produce
wrong correspondences when occlusion occurs.

Reconstructive
Learning

[88,160]
[50,91]

Modelling fine-grained temporal correspondence
and guiding focus on part details.

Contrastive
Learning

[68,176]
[136,146,211]

Search for discriminative features to segment
similar or position-transformed human instances.

patch at the end of the tracking cycle are considered

to be consistent both in spatial coordinates and fea-

ture representation. Meanwhile, UVC [93] performs the
region-level tracking and pixel-level corresponding with

a shared affinity matrix, the tracked patch feature and

the region-corresponding sub-affinity matrix are used to

reconstruct the reference patch. Roles of the target and

reference patches are then switched to regularizing the
affinity matrix as orthogonal, which satisfies the cycle-

consistency constraint. Its later version, UVC+ [128]

combines features learned by image-based tasks with

video-based counterparts to further boost the perfor-

mance. Lately, CRW [67] represents video as a graph,

where nodes are patches and edges are affinities between

nodes in adjacent frames. A cross-entropy loss guides a

graph walk to track the initial node bi-directionally in

feature space, which is considered the target node after

a bunch of cycle paths. However, the cycle-consistency

in [165], [67] strictly assumes that the target patch pre-

serves visible in consecutive frames. Once it is occluded
or disappears, the correspondences will be incorrectly

assigned, thus leaving an optimal transport problem

between video frames.

•Reconstructive Learning. As video contents smoothly

shift in time, pixels in a “query” frame can be consid-

ered as copies from a set of pixels in other reference

frames [116,156]. Following UVC [93] to establish pixel-

level correspondence, several methods [88,160] are pro-
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Fig. 4: Correlations of different SHP, MHP and VHP
methods (§3.4). We use the connections between the arc
edges to summary the correlation between human parsing
methods, each connecting line stands for a study that uses
both methods. The longer the arc, the more methods of this
kind, same for the width of connecting lines. This correlation
summary reveals the prevalence of various human parsing
methods.

posed to learn temporal correspondence completely by

reconstructing correlating frames. Subsequently, Con-

trastCorr [160] not only learns from intra-video self-

supervision, but also steps further to introduce inter-

video transformation as negative correspondence. The

inter-video distinction enforces the feature extractor to

learn discriminations between videos while preserving

the fine-grained matching characteristic among intra-

video frame pairs. Based on the intra-inter video corre-

lation, LIIR [88] introduces a locality-aware reconstruc-

tion framework, which encodes position information and

involves spatial compactness into intra-video correspon-

dence learning, for locality-aware and efficient visual

tracking. Most Recently, novel researches [50,91] keep

focus on effectively intra-video spatio-temporal recon-

struction. STVC [91] significantly emphases on main-

taining the spatial contexts when manipulating tem-

poral correlating, simultaneously reconstructing video

frames and global-local temporal correlations under the

pseudo supervision of multi-scale features. SiamMAE

[50] concisely extends MAE [56] to a siamese architec-

ture, which masks video frames asymmetrically along

temporal dimension and reconstructs the highly-masked

future frame patches from unchanged current frame.

• Contrastive Learning. Following the idea of pulling

positive pairs close together and pushing negative pairs

away from each other, considerable VHP algorithms
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Fig. 5: Correlations of different SHP, MHP and VHP
studies (§3.4). We list out all the involved human parsing
studies by dots and use connecting lines to represent their
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appears in experimental comparisons, to avoid citations of low
correlation in background introduction. As each line represents
a citation between two studies, so the larger the dot, the
more times cited. These correlations highlight the relatively
prominent studies.

adopt contrastive learning as a training objective. To

solve the optimal transport problem, CLTC [68] pro-

poses to mine positive and semi-hard negative correspon-

dences via consistency estimation and dynamic hardness

discrimination, respectively. Subsequently, VFS [176]

learns visual correspondences at frame level, with the

guidance of image-level contrastive learning data aug-

mentation [57] and a well-designed temporal sampling

strategy. SFC [61] soon reinforces the global semantic

correspondence of VFS with a fine-grained contrastive

supervision. Encouraging positive temporal neighbors to

be consistent, the global and local correspondences are

fused together to propagate first frame part labels to con-

secutive frames. Lately, [146,211] extend the video graph

with space relations of neighbor nodes, which determine

the aggregation strength from intra-frame neighbors.

The proposed space-time graph draws more attention to

the association of center-neighbor pairs, thus explicitly

helping learning correspondence between part instances.

SCC [146] mixes sequential Bayesian filters to formulate

the optimal paths that track nodes from one frame to

others, to alleviate the correspondence missing caused by

random occlusion. Unlike the previous researches aiming

at generic visual correspondence learning, SMTC [136]

propose to focus on object-centric spatio-temporal rep-

resentation on top of the fused semantic features and
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frame correspondence maps. Specifically, query slot at-

tention is responsible for extracting potential semantic

masks and object instances, which are supervised by

contrastive objectives to keep temporally consistent.

Remark. To our investigation scope, the current VHP

research essentially follows an unsupervised semi-automatic

video object segmentation setup. But considering the

potential demand, it is more expectant to fully utilize

the annotations and solve the VHP problem through

an instance-discriminative manner, i.e., a fine-grained

video instance segmentation task. The highlights of tem-

poral correspondences learning methods for VHP are

shown in Table 6.

3.4 Summary

Through the detailed review, we have subdivided SHP,

MHP, and VHP studies into multiple methods and dis-

cussed their characteristics. To further investigate the

development picture of the human parsing community,

we summarize the correlations of the methods in Fig-

ure 4 and correlations of the involved studies in Figure 5,

respectively.

Figure 4 presents correlations between research meth-

ods, i.e., two methods are connected if a study uses both

as its technical components, making the length of arcs

represent the number of studies using them. The connect-

ing line distribution first obviously shows that Graph

(Structure), Attention (Mechanism), and Edge(-aware

Learning) of SHP are more correlated with multiple

other methods, which indicates their compatibility with

others and prevalence in the community. It is worth

noting that though Tree (Structure) has many correla-

tions with others, a large proportion of them are with

Graph method. This phenomenon indicates that Tree

method is much less generalizable compared to Graph,

Attention, and Edge methods. Regrettably, negligible

relations between VHP and other methods show that

current VHP studies have not yet gone deep into parts

relationship modeling or human instance discrimination.

The correlations of human parsing studies are pre-

sented in form of citing relations as Figure 5, each line

represents a citation between two studies. For reliable

statistics, we only consider citations that appear in ex-

perimental comparisons for all studies. From the citing

relations, we can easily observe that Attention [12], JPP-

Net [97], CE2P [142], CNIF [161] and PGN [44] have

the largest dots, i.e., they are experimental compared

by most other studies, this indicates they are recognized

as baseline studies of great prominence by the com-

munity. Additionally, since CE2P proposed to handle

MHP sub-task by 2S-TD pipeline and make a milestone,

lots of SHP studies start to compare their algorithms

with MHP studies, this trend breaks down the barriers

between the two sub-tasks of human parsing. Lastly,

similar to the method correlation, VHP studies form

citations strictly along with the proposed order among

their own, which once again shows that VHP studies

have not focused on human-centric data.

Synthesizing detailed review and correlation analy-

sis, we can draw some conclusions about the historical

evolution of human parsing models. First, the research

focus has gradually shifted from SHP to MHP and VHP.

As more challenging tasks, the latter two also have

greater application potential. With the emergence of

high-quality annotated datasets and the improvement of

computing power, they have received increasing atten-

tion. Secondly, the technical diversity is insufficient, and
the achievements of representation learning in recent

years have not fully benefited the human parsing field.

Finally, the number of open source work has increased

significantly, but still insufficient. It is hoped that sub-
sequent researchers will open source code and models

as much as possible to benefit the follow-up researchers.

4 Human Parsing Datasets

In the past decades, a variety of visual datasets have

been released for human parsing (upper part of Figure 3).

We summarize the classical and commonly used datasets

in Table 7, and give a detailed review from multiple

angles.

4.1 Single Human Parsing (SHP) Datasets

• Fashionista (FS) [178] consists of 685 photographs

collected from Chictopia.com, a social networking web-

site for fashion bloggers. There are 456 training images

and 299 testing images annotated with 56-class seman-

tic labels, and text tags of garment items and styling

are also provided. Fashionista was once the main single

human/clothing parsing dataset but was limited by its

scale. It is rarely used now.

• Colorful Fashion Parsing Data (CFPD) [112] is
also collected from Chictopia.com, which provides 23-

class noisy semantic labels and 13-class color labels. The

annotated images are usually grouped into 1,341/1,341

for train/test.

• DailyPhotos (DP) [30] contains 2,500 high reso-

lution images, which are crawled following the same

strategy as the Fashionista dataset and thoroughly an-

notated with 19 categories.

•PPSS [123] includes 3,673 annotated samples collected

from 171 videos of different surveillance scenes and pro-

vides pixel-wise annotations for hair, face, upper-/lower-
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Table 7: Statistics of existing human parsing datasets. See §4.1 - §4.3 for more detailed descriptions. The 19 datasets
are divided into 3 groups according to the human parsing taxonomy. “Instance” indicates that instance-level human labels
are provided; “Temporal” indicates that video-level labels are provided; “Super-pixel” indicates that super-pixels are used for
labeling.

Dataset Year Pub. #Images #Train/Val/Test/ #Class Purpose Instance Temporal Super-pixel Other Annotations

Fashionista [178] 2012 CVPR 685 456/-/299 56 Clothing - - ✓ Clothing-tag
CFPD [112] 2013 TMM 2,682 1,341/-/1,341 23 Clothing - - ✓ Color-seg.

DailyPhotos [30] 2013 ICCV 2,500 2,500/-/- 19 Clothing - - ✓ Clothing-tag
PPSS [123] 2013 ICCV 3,673 1,781/-/1,892 6 Human - - - -
ATR [100] 2015 TPAMI 7,700 6,000/700/1,000 18 Human - - - -

Chictopia10k [103] 2015 ICCV 10,000 10,000/-/- 18 Clothing - - - Clothing-tag
SYSU-Clothes [99] 2016 TMM 2,682 2,682/-/- 57 Clothing - - ✓ Clothing-tag

LIP [45] 2017 CVPR 50,462 30,462/10,000/10,000 20 Human - - ✓ -
ModaNet [213] 2018 MM 55,176 52,377/2,799/- 57 Clothing - - - -
ATR-OS [53] 2021 AAAI 18,000 -/-/- 18 Human - - - -
HRHP [83] 2021 CVPRW 7,500 6,000/500/1,000 20 Human - - - -

PASCAL-Person-Part [17] 2014 CVPR 3,533 1,716/-/1,817 7 Human ✓ - - Human-box
MHP-v1.0 [86] 2017 ArXiv 4,980 3,000/1,000/980 19 Human ✓ - - Human-box

MHP-v2.0 [207] 2018 MM 25,403 15,403/5,000/5,000 59 Human ✓ - - Human-box

COCO-DensePose [49] 2018 CVPR 27,659 26,151/-/1,508 15 Human ✓ - -
Human-box/

keypoints/densepoints
CIHP [44] 2018 ECCV 38,280 28,280/5,000/5,000 20 Human ✓ - - Human-box

DeepFashion2 [39] 2019 CVPR 491,895 390,884/33,669/67,342 14 Clothing ✓ - -
Clothing-box/
landmark/style

VIP [216] 2018 MM 21,246 18,468/-/2,778 20 Human ✓ ✓ - Human-box/identity

CPP [40] 2021 CVPR 3,475 2,975/500/- 4 Human/Scene ✓ ✓ -
Human-box/identity,

Semantic-/Instance-seg.

clothes, arm, and leg. It presents diverse real-word chal-

lenges, e.g. pose variations, illumination changes, and

occlusions. There are 1,781 and 1,892 images for training

and testing, respectively.

• ATR [100] contains data which combined from three

small benchmark datasets: the Fashionista [178] contain-

ing 685 images, the CFPD [112] containing 2,682 images,

and the DailyPhotos [30] containing 2,500 images. The

labels are merged of Fashionista and CFPD datasets

to 18 categories. To enlarge the diversity, another 1,833
challenging images are collected and annotated to con-

struct the Human Parsing in the Wild (HPW) dataset.

The final combined dataset contains 7,700 images, which

consists of 6,000 images for training, 1,000 for testing,
and 700 as the validation set.

• Chictopia10k [103] contains 10,000 real-world human

pictures from Chictopia.com, annotating pixel-wise la-

bels following [100]. The dataset mainly contains images

in the wild (e.g., more challenging poses, occlusion, and

clothes).

• SYSU-Clothes [99] consists of 2,098 high resolution

fashion photos in high-resolution (about 800×500 on

average) from the shopping website. In this dataset, six

categories of clothing attributes (e.g., clothing category,

clothing color, clothing length, clothing shape, collar

shape, and sleeve length) and 124 attribute types of all

categories are collected.

• Look into Person (LIP) [45] is the most popular

single human parsing dataset, which is annotated with

pixel-wise annotations with 19 semantic human part la-

bels and one background label. LIP contains 50,462 anno-

tated images and be grouped into 30,462/10,000/10,000

for train/val/test. The images in the LIP dataset are

cropped person instances from COCO [108] training and

validation sets.

• ModaNet [213] is a large-scale collection of images

based on PaperDoll dataset [177]. It provides 55,176

street images and contains 14 clothing categories (in-

cluding background) with fine polygon annotations.

ModaNet generates bounding boxes from the polygon
annotations for clothing detection. The dataset is split

into 52,377 and 2,799 images for training and evaluation,

respectively.

• ATR-OS [53] is a dataset for one-shot human pars-

ing, which is based on ATR [100]. ATR-OS divides the

samples into support set and query set for training and

testing, respectively.

• High-resolution Human Parsing (HRHP) [83]

is a high-resolution single human parsing benchmark,

which is introduced by Learning from Limited or Imper-

fect Data (L2ID) workshop on CVPR 2021. The data is

collected from high-quality fashion media, and the image

resolution is about 4,000×4,000. For high-resolution hu-

man parsing, 6,000/500/1,000 images are finely labelled

with 20 categories at pixel-level for train/val/test.

Remark. ATR and LIP are the mainstream benchmarks

among these single human parsing datasets. In recent

years, the research purpose has changed from “clothing”

to “human”, and the data scale and annotation quality

have also been significantly improved.

4.2 Multiple Human Parsing (MHP) Datasets

• PASCAL-Person-Part (PPP) [17] is annotated

from the PASCAL-VOC-2010 [32], which contains 3,533

multi-person images with challenging poses and splits
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into 1,716 training images and 1,817 test images. Each

image is pixel-wise annotated with 7 classes, namely

head, torso, upper/lower arms, upper/lower legs, and a

background category.

• MHP-v1.0 [86] contains 4,980 multi-person images

with fine-grained annotations at pixel-level. For each

person, it defines 7 body parts, 11 clothing/accessory cat-

egories, and one background label. The train/val/test

sets contain 3,000/1,000/980 images, respectively.

• MHP-v2.0 [207] is an extend version of MHP-v1.0

[86], which provides more images and richer categories.

MHP-v2.0 contains 25,403 images and has great diversity

in image resolution (from 85×100 to 4,511×6,919) and

human instance number (from 2 to 26 persons). These

images are split into 15,403/5,000/5,000 for train/val/test

with 59 categories.

• COCO-DensePose (COCO-DP) [49] aims at es-

tablishing the mapping between all human pixels of an
RGB image and the 3D surface of the human body,

and has 27,659 images (26,151/1,508 for train/test

splits) gathered from COCO [108]. The dataset pro-

vides 15 pixel-wise human parts with dense keypoints

annotations.

• Crowd Instance-level Human Parsing (CIHP)

[44] is the largest multiple human parsing dataset to

date. With 38,280 diverse real-world images, the persons

are labelled with pixel-wise annotations on 20 categories.

It consists of 28,280 training and 5,000 validation images

with publicly available annotations, as well as 5,000 test

images with annotations withheld for benchmarking

purposes. All images of the CIHP dataset contain two

or more instances with an average of 3.4.

• DeepFashion2 [39] is currently the largest dataset

for clothing understanding, which contains 491,895 im-

ages (390,884/33,669/67,342 for train/val/test) of

13 clothing categories and a background category. A

full spectrum of tasks are defined on them, including

clothes detection and recognition, landmark and pose

estimation, segmentation, as well as verification and

retrieval.

Remark. So far, several multiple human parsing datasets
have high-quality annotation and considerable data scale.

In addition to pixel-wise parsing annotations, many

datasets provide other rich annotations, such as box,

keypoints/landmark and style. PPP, CIHP and MHP-

v2.0 are widely studied datasets, and most classical

multiple human parsing methods have been verified on

them.

4.3 Video Human Parsing (VHP) Datasets

• Video Instance-level Parsing (VIP) [216] is the

first video human parsing dataset. VIP contains 404

multi-person Full HD sequences, which are collected

from Youtube with great diversity. For every 25 consec-

utive frames in each sequence, one frame is densely an-

notated with 20 classes and identities. All the sequences

are grouped into 354/50 for train/test, containing

18,468/2,778 annotated frames respectively.

• Cityscapes Panoptic Parts (CPP) [40] aims at

part-aware panoptic segmentation, which annotates part-

level semantic labels on the popular Cityscapes [25].

CPP inherits the annotation of original Cityscapes (e.g.

semantic segmentation, instance segmentation, and tem-

poral identity), and the human instance is annotated

with only 4 categories, including head, torso, arms and

legs. The dataset contains 18/3 urban sequences and

2,975/500 frames for train/val.

Remark. Since video human parsing has only attracted

attention in recent years, there are few publicly available

datasets, and its data scale and richness still need to be

continuously invested by the community.

4.4 Summary

Through Table 7, we can observe that the human parsing

datasets show several development trends. Firstly, the

scale of datasets continues to increase, from hundreds in
the early years [178] to a tens of thousands now [44,45].

Secondly, the quality of annotation is constantly improv-

ing. Some early datasets use super-pixel [45,99,178] to

reduce the annotation cost, while in recent years, pixel-

wise accurate annotation has been adopted. Finally,

the annotation dimensions are becoming increasingly
diverse, e.g., COCO-DensePose [49] provides boxes, key-

points, and UVs annotation in addition to parsing.

5 Performance Comparisons

To provide a more intuitive comparison, we tabulate the

performance of several previously discussed models. It

should be noted that the experimental settings of each

study are not entirely consistent (e.g., backbone, input

size, training epochs). Therefore, we suggest only taking

these comparisons as references, and a more specific

analysis needs to study the original articles deeply.

5.1 SHP Performance Benchmarking

We select ATR [100] and LIP [45] as the benchmark

for single human parsing performance comparison, and

compared 14 and 28 models, respectively.
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Table 8: Quantitative SHP results on ATR test (§5.1)
in terms of pixel accuracy (pixAcc), foreground pixel accuracy
(FGAcc) and F-1 score (F-1). The three best scores are marked
in red, blue, and green, respectively.

Year Method Pub. Backbone #Input Size #Epoch pixAcc FGAcc F-1

2012 Yamaguchi [178] CVPR - - - 84.38 55.59 41.80
2013 Paperdoll [177] ICCV - - - 88.96 62.18 44.76

2015
M-CNN [114] CVPR - - 50 89.57 73.98 62.81
Co-CNN [103] ICCV - 150×100 90 95.23 80.90 76.95

ATR [100] TPAMI - 227×227 120 91.11 71.04 64.38

2016
LG-LSTM [102] CVPR VGG16 321×321 60 96.18 84.79 80.97

Graph-LSTM [101] ECCV VGG16 321×321 60 97.60 91.42 83.76
2017 Struc-LSTM [98] CVPR VGG16 321×321 60 97.71 91.76 87.88
2018 TGPNet [124] MM VGG16 321×321 35 96.45 87.91 81.76
2019 CNIF [161] ICCV ResNet101 473×473 150 96.26 87.91 85.51

2020
CorrPM [203] CVPR ResNet101 384×384 150 97.12 90.40 86.12

HHP [164] CVPR ResNet101 473×473 150 96.84 89.23 87.25
SCHP [89] TPAMI ResNet101 473×473 150 96.25 87.97 85.55

2022 CDGNet [111] CVPR ResNet101 512×512 250 97.39 90.19 87.16

5.1.1 Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation metrics of single human parsing are

basically consistent with semantic segmentation [145],

including pixel accuracy, mean pixel accuracy, and mean

IoU. In addition, foreground pixel accuracy and F-1 score

are also commonly used metrics on the ATR dataset.

• Pixel accuracy (pixAcc) is the simplest and intu-

itive metric, which expresses the proportion of pixels
with correct prediction in the overall pixel.

• Foreground pixel accuracy (FGAcc) only calcu-

lates the pixel accuracy of foreground human parts.

• Mean pixel accuracy (meanAcc) is a simple im-

provement of pixel accuracy, which calculates the pro-

portion of correctly predicted pixels in each category.

• Mean IoU (mIoU) is short for mean intersection

over union, which calculates the ratio of the intersection
and union of two sets. The two sets are the ground-truth

and predicted results of each category respectively.

• F-1 score (F-1) is the harmonic average of precision

and recall, which is a common evaluation metric.

5.1.2 Results

Table 8 presents the performance of the reviewed SHP

methods on ATR test set. Struc-LSTM [98] achieves the

best performance, scoring 91.71% pixAcc. and 87.88%

F-1 score, which greatly surpassed other methods. Ta-

ble 9 shows the method results on the LIP benchmark

since 2017. Overall, HIPN [119] and HSSN [87] achieve

remarkable results in various metrics, in which HIPN

scored 89.14% pixelAcc and HSSN scored 60.37% mIoU.

5.2 MHP Performance Benchmarking

We select 7 models experimented on PASCAL-Person-

Part [17], 12 models experimented on CIHP [44] and 11

models experimented on MHP-v2 [207] to compare the

performance of multiple human parsing.

Table 9: Quantitative SHP results on LIP val (§5.1)
in terms of pixel accuracy (pixAcc), mean pixel accuracy
(meanAcc) and mean IoU (mIoU). The three best scores are
marked in red, blue, and green, respectively.

Year Method Pub. Backbone #Input Size #Epoch pixAcc meanAcc mIoU

2017 SSL [45] CVPR VGG16 321×321 50 - - 46.19

2018

HSP-PRI [74] CVPR InceptionV3 - - 85.07 60.54 48.16
MMAN [125] ECCV ResNet101 256×256 30 85.24 57.60 46.93
MuLA [132] ECCV Hourglass 256×256 250 88.50 60.50 49.30
JPPNet [97] TPAMI ResNet101 384×384 60 86.39 62.32 51.37

2019

CE2P [142] AAAI ResNet101 473×473 150 87.37 63.20 53.10
CNIF [161] ICCV ResNet101 473×473 150 88.03 68.80 57.74

CCNet [64]
ICCV
TPAMI

ResNet101 473×473 150 88.01 63.91 55.47

BraidNet [117] MM ResNet101 384×384 150 87.60 66.09 54.42

2020

CorrPM [203] CVPR ResNet101 384×384 150 - - 55.33
SLRS [92] CVPR ResNet101 384×384 150 88.33 66.53 56.34

PCNet [202] CVPR ResNet101 473×473 120 - - 57.03
HHP [164] CVPR ResNet101 473×473 150 89.05 70.58 59.25

DTCF [120] MM ResNet101 473×473 200 88.61 68.89 57.82
SemaTree [69] ECCV ResNet101 384×384 200 88.05 66.42 54.73

OCR [196] ECCV HRNetW48 473×473 ∼100 - - 56.65
BGNet [201] ECCV ResNet101 473×473 120 - - 56.82
HRNet [159] TPAMI HRNetW48 473×473 ∼150 88.21 67.43 55.90
SCHP [89] TPAMI ResNet101 473×473 150 - - 59.36

2021

HIPN [119] AAAI ResNet101 473×473 150 89.14 71.09 59.61
MCIBI [71] ICCV ResNet101 473×473 150 - - 55.42
ISNet [72] ICCV ResNet101 473×473 160 - - 56.96

NPPNet [197] ICCV NAS 384×384 120 - - 58.56
HTCorrM [204] TPAMI HRNetW48 384×384 180 - - 56.85

2022
CDGNet [111] CVPR ResNet101 473×473 150 88.86 71.49 60.30

HSSN [87] CVPR ResNet101 480×480 ∼84 - - 60.37
PRM [200] TMM ResNet101 473×473 120 - - 58.86

2023 SOLIDER [16] CVPR Swin-S 473×473 150 - - 60.21

Table 10: Quantitative MHP results on PASCAL-
Person-Part test (§5.2) in terms of mIoU, APr

vol and APr
50.

We only mark the best score in red color.

Year Method Pub. Pipeline Backbone #Epoch mIoU APr
vol APr

50

2017 Holistic [90] BMVC 1S-TD ResNet101 100 66.34 38.40 40.60
2018 PGN [44] ECCV BU ResNet101 ∼80 68.40 39.20 39.60

2019
Parsing R-CNN [186] CVPR 1S-TD ResNet50 75 62.70 40.40 43.70

Unified [138] BMVC 1S-TD ResNet101 ∼600 - 43.10 48.10

2020
RP R-CNN [185] ECCV 1S-TD ResNet50 75 63.30 40.90 44.10

NAN [208] IJCV BU - 80 - 52.20 59.70

2021 MGHR [217,218]
CVPR
TPAMI

BU ResNet101 150 - 55.90 59.00

5.2.1 Evaluation Metrics

Generally speaking, multiple human parsing uses mIoU

to measure the semantic segmentation performance, and

APr
vol/AP

r
50 or APp

vol/AP
p
50 to measure the performance

of instance discrimination.

•Average precision based on region (APr
vol/APr

50)

[52] is similar to AP metrics in object detection [108].

If the IoU between the predicted part and ground-truth

part is higher than a certain threshold, the prediction

is considered to be correct, and the mean Average Pre-

cision is calculated. The defined APr
vol is the mean of

the AP score for overlap thresholds varying from 0.1 to

0.9 in increments of 0.1 and APr
50 is the AP score for

threshold equals 0.5.

• Average precision based on part (APp
vol/APp

50)

[86,208] is adopted to evaluate the instance-level human

parsing performance. APp is very similar to APr in

calculation mode, except that it calculates mIoU with

the whole human body.
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Table 11: Quantitative MHP results on CIHP val (§5.2)
in terms of mIoU, APr

vol and APr
50. We only mark the best

score in red color.

Year Method Pub. Pipeline Backbone #Epoch mIoU APr
vol APr

50

2018 PGN [44] ECCV BU ResNet101 ∼80 55.80 33.60 35.80

2019

CE2P [142] AAAI 2S-TD ResNet101 150 59.50 42.80 48.70
Parsing R-CNN [186] CVPR 1S-TD ResNet50 75 56.30 36.50 40.90

BraidNet [117] MM 2S-TD ResNet101 150 60.62 43.59 48.99
Unified [138] BMVC 1S-TD ResNet101 ∼36 53.50 37.00 41.80

2020
RP R-CNN [185] ECCV 1S-TD ResNet50 150 60.20 42.30 48.20

SemaTree [69] ECCV 2S-TD ResNet101 200 60.87 43.96 49.27
SCHP [89] TPAMI 2S-TD ResNet101 150 67.47 52.74 58.94

2022 AIParsing [199] TIP 1S-TD ResNet101 75 60.70 - -

2023
HPSP [94] TMM BU ResNet101 150 64.30 - -

ReSParser [26] TMM 1S-TD ResNet101 75 58.90 - -
CID [158] TPAMI 1S-TD HRNetW48 140 63.90 - -

Table 12: Quantitative MHP results on MHP-v2 val

(§5.2) in terms of mIoU, APp
vol and APp

50. We only mark the
best score in red color.

Year Method Pub. Pipeline Backbone #Epoch mIoU APp
vol APp

50

2019
CE2P [142] AAAI 2S-TD ResNet101 150 41.11 42.70 34.47

Parsing R-CNN [186] CVPR 1S-TD ResNet50 75 36.20 38.50 24.50

2020

RP R-CNN [185] ECCV 1S-TD ResNet50 150 38.60 46.80 45.30
SemaTree [69] ECCV 2S-TD ResNet101 200 - 42.51 34.36

NAN [208] IJCV BU - 80 - 41.78 25.14
SCHP [89] TPAMI 2S-TD ResNet101 150 45.21 45.25 35.10

2021 MGHR [217,218]
CVPR
TPAMI

BU ResNet101 150 41.40 44.30 39.00

2022 AIParsing [199] TIP 1S-TD ResNet101 75 40.10 46.60 43.20

2023
HPSP [94] TMM BU ResNet101 200 42.90 45.80 41.30

ReSParser [26] TMM 1S-TD ResNet101 75 35.40 42.70 34.30
CID [158] TPAMI 1S-TD HRNetW48 140 39.80 44.90 37.20

5.2.2 Results

PASCAL-Person-Part benchmark is the classical bench-

mark in multiple human parsing. Table 10 gathers the

results of 7 models on PASCAL-Person-Part test set.

PGN [44] is the top one in mIoU metric. In APr
vol/AP

r
50

metrics, MGHR [217,218], and NAN [208] are the best

two methods at present. The results on CIHP val set

are summarized in Table 11. As seen, SCHP [89] per-

forms the best on all metrics, which yields 67.67% mIoU,

52.74% APr
vol, and 58.95% APr

50. Table 12 summarizes

8 models on MHP-v2 val set. SCHP achieves the best

mIoU again. In terms of APp
vol/AP

p
50, RP R-CNN [185]

has won the best results so far.

5.3 VHP Performance Benchmarking

VIP datasets is widely used to benchmark video human

parsing. We selected 14 models since 2018.

5.3.1 Evaluation Metrics

Similar to multiple human parsing, mIoU and APr
vol

are also adopted for video human parsing performance

evaluation.

5.3.2 Results

Table 13 gives the results of recent methods on VIP

val set. It is clear that LIIR [217] and UVC+ [128]

have achieved the best performance in mIoU and APr
vol

metrics respectively.

Table 13: Quantitative VHP results on VIP val (§5.2) in
terms of mIoU and APr

vol. The three best scores are marked
in red, blue, and green, respectively.

Year Method Pub. Backbone mIoU APr
vol

2019
TimeCycle [165] CVPR ResNet50 28.9 15.6

UVC [93] NeurIPS ResNet18 34.1 17.7
2020 CRW [67] NeurIPS ResNet18 38.6 -

2021

ContrastCorr [160] AAAI ResNet18 37.4 21.6
CLTC [68] CVPR ResNet18 37.8 19.1
VFS [176] ICCV ResNet18 39.9 -

JSTG [211] ICCV ResNet18 40.2 -

2022

LIIR [88] CVPR ResNet18 41.2 22.1
SCC [146] CVPR ResNet18 40.8 -
SFC [61] ECCV ResNet18 38.4 -

UVC+ [128] ArXiv ResNet18 38.3 22.2

2023
STVC [91] CVPR ResNet18 41.0 -

SMTC [136] ICCV ResNet50 38.8 -
SiamMAE [50] ArXiv ViT-S/16 37.3 -

5.4 Summary

Through the above performance comparison, we can ob-

serve several apparent phenomena. The first and most

important is the fairness of the experimental setting.

For single human parsing and multiple human parsing,

many studies have not given detailed experimental set-

tings, or there are great differences in several essential

hyper-parameters, resulting fair comparison impossible.

The second is that most methods do not give the pa-

rameters number and the inference time, which makes

some methods occupy an advantage in comparison by

increasing the model capacity, and also brings trouble

to some computationally sensitive application scenarios,

such as social media and automatic driving.

In addition to the above phenomena, we can also

summarize some positive signals. Firstly, in recent years,

human parsing research has shown an upward trend,

especially from 2020. Secondly, although some studies

have achieved high performance on LIP, CIHP and VIP,

these benchmarks are still not saturated. Thus the com-

munity still needs to continue its efforts. Thirdly, some

specific issues and hotspots of human parsing are grad-

ually attracting people’s attention, which will further

promote the progress of the whole field.

6 An Outlook: Future Opportunities of Human

Parsing

After ten years of long development, with the whole com-

munity’s efforts, human parsing has made remarkable

achievements, but it has also encountered a bottleneck.

In this section, we will discuss the opportunities of hu-

man parsing in the next era from multiple perspectives,

hoping to promote progress in the field.
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bkg / part / human predictions
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MHP / VHP

Fig. 6: Architecture of the proposed M2FP (§6.1). Through the explicit construction of background, part and human
queries, we can model the relationship between humans and parts, and predict high-quality masks.

6.1 A Transformer-based Baseline for Human Parsing

Although several mainstream benchmarks of human
parsing have not been saturated, the accuracy growth

has slowed down. The reason for this, we believe, is that

some advances in deep learning have not yet benefited

the human parsing task (e.g., transformer [6, 31, 155],

unsupervised representation learning [1, 27, 56, 57]), and

the lack of a concise and easily extensible code base for

researchers. Therefore, the community urgently needs a

new and strong baseline.

We consider that a new human parsing baseline

should have the following four characteristics: a) Uni-

versality, which can be applied to all mainstream hu-

man parsing tasks, including SHP, MHP, and VIP; b)

Conciseness, the baseline method should not be too
complex; c) Extensibility, complete code base, easy to

modify or expand other modules or methods; d) High

performance, state-of-the-arts or at least comparable

performance can be achieved on the mainstream bench-

marks under the fair experimental setting. Based on

the above views, we design a new transformer-based

baseline for human parsing. The proposed new baseline

is based on the Mask2Former [21] architecture, with a

few improvements adapted to human parsing, called

Mask2Former for Parsing (M2FP). M2FP can adapt

to almost all human parsing tasks and yield amazing
performances.

6.1.1 A Brief Review of Mask2Former

Mask2Former is a universal image segmentation method,

which achieves state-of-the-art on common image seg-

mentation tasks (i.e., panoptic, instance, and semantic).

The main idea of Mask2Former is to introduce mask

classification [22], masked attention and set prediction

objective [6]. The combination of these three advan-

tages can realize end-to-end high-performance universal

image segmentation. Mask2Former is verified on sev-

eral image/video segmentation benchmarks, including

COCO panoptic segmentation [80], COCO instance seg-
mentation [108], ADE20K semantic segmentation [215],

YouTubeVIS video instance segmentation [20,181] and

so on [25,130].

6.1.2 Mask2Former for Parsing

• Modeling Human as Group Queries. To solve

the three human parsing sub-tasks, we need to simul-
taneously model the parts relationship and distinguish

human instances. DETR series work [6, 21, 22, 222] re-

gard objects as queries, and transform object detection

or instance segmentation task into a direct set predic-

tion problem. A naive idea is to regard human parts as
queries, then use mask classification to predict the cate-

gory and mask of each part. However, this creates two

problems that cannot be ignored. Firstly, only modeling

parts will make it difficult to learn the global relationship

between parts and humans; Secondly, the subordination

between part and human instance is unknown, resulting

in the inadaptability for MHP task. Thus, we introduce

the body hierarchy into the queries and use the pow-

erful sequence encoding ability of transformer to build

multiple hierarchical relationships between parts and

humans. Specifically, we explicitly divide the queries

into three groups: background queries, part queries and

human queries. Through the relationship modeling abil-

ity of self-attention mechanism, besides the basic part-

part relationship, the part-human, human-human, and

part/human-background relationships are also modeled.

Thanks to the direct modeling of parts and the intro-
duction of multiple hierarchical granularities, M2FP can

be applied to all supervised human parsing tasks.

• Architecture and Pipeline. The architecture of

proposed M2FP is illustrated in Figure 6. We try to

make the smallest modification to the Mask2Former. An
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Table 14: Overview of M2FP results on various human
parsing benchmarks. denotes the previous state-of-the-
art results. Bold results denote M2FP achieve new state-of-
the-art.

LIP PPP CIHP MHP-v2
Method

pixAcc. mIoU mIoU APr
vol mIoU APr

vol mIoU APp
vol

HIPN [119] 89.14 59.61 - - - - - -
HSSN [87] - 60.37 - - - - - -
PGN [44] - - 68.40 39.20 55.80 33.60 - -

MGHR [217,218] - - - 55.90 - - 41.40 44.30
SCHP [89] - - - - 67.47 52.74 45.21 45.25

RP R-CNN [185] - - 63.30 40.90 60.20 42.30 38.60 46.80
M2FP (ours) 88.93 59.86 72.54 56.46 69.15 60.47 46.94 52.82

encoder is used to extract image or video features, which

is composed of a backbone and a pixel decoder [222].

Then the features are flattened and sent into a trans-

former decoder. The transformer decoder consists of

multiple repeated units, each containing a masked atten-

tion module, a self-attention module, and a shared feed-

forward network (FFN) in turn. The grouped queries

and flattened features conduct sufficient information
exchange through the transformer decoder, and finally

use bipartite matcher to match between queries and

ground-truths uniquely. For SHP, in the inference stage,
the background and part masks are combined with their

class predictions to compute the final semantic segmen-

tation prediction through matrix multiplication. For

MHP, the intersection ratio of semantic segmentation

prediction and human masks is calculated to obtain the

final instance-level human parsing prediction. M2FP can

also be extended to supervised VHP task. Follow [20],

the background, parts, and humans in the video can

be regarded as 3D spatial-temporal masks, and using

the sequence encoding ability of transformer to make

an end-to-end prediction.

6.1.3 Experiments

• Experimental Setup. We validate M2FP on sev-

eral mainstream benchmarks, including LIP, PASCAL-

Person-Part, CIHP, and MHP-v2. All models are trained

with nearly identical hyper-parameters under 8 NVIDIA

V100 GPUs. Specifically, we use AdamW [122] opti-

mizer with a mini-batch size of 16, an initial learning

rate of 0.0004 with poly (LIP) or step (PASCAL-Person-

Part, CIHP, and MHP-v2) learning rate schedule, then

train each model for 150 epochs. Large scale jittering

in the range of [0.1, 2.0] and typical data augmenta-

tion techniques, e.g., fixed size random crop (512×384

for LIP, 800×800 for PASCAL-Person-Part, CIHP, and

MHP-v2), random rotation from [-40◦, +40◦], random

color jittering and horizontal flip, are also used. For

fair comparison, horizontal flipping is adopted during

testing, and multi-scale test is used for LIP. The default

backbone is ResNet-101 with pre-training on ImageNet-

1K [143].

Fig. 7: Comparison of M2FP with previous human
parsing state-of-the-art models. M2FP achieves state-of-
the-art (PPP, CIHP and MHP-v2) or comparable performance
(LIP) on all human parsing sub-tasks.

• Main Results. As shown in Table 14, and Figure 7,

M2FP achieves state-of-the-art or comparable perfor-

mance across a broad range of human parsing bench-

marks. For SHP, M2FP only falls behind HIPN [119] and

CDGNet [111], obtaining 88.93% pixAcc. and 59.86%

mIoU, showing great potential in the parts relation-

ship modeling. For MHP, M2FP shows amazing per-

formance, greatly surpassing the existing methods on

all metrics and even exceeding the state-of-the-art two-

stage top-down method, i.e., SCHP [89]. Specifically,
M2FP outperforms PGN [44] with 4.14 point mIoU and

MGHR [217, 218] with 0.56 point APr
vol on PASCAL-

Person-Part. On the more challenging CIHP and MHP-

v2, M2FP beats SCHP in terms of mIoU while running

in an end-to-end manner. Meanwhile, M2FP is also 7.73

points ahead of SCHP in APr
vol (CIHP) and 6.02 points

ahead of RP R-CNN [185] in APp
vol (MHP-v2). These

results demonstrate that M2FP surpasses almost all

human parsing methods in a concise, effective and uni-

versal way, and can be regarded as a new baseline in

the next era.

• Ablation Study. We also show the impact of dif-

ferent types of queries on PPP dataset in Table 15.

When only retaining the part queries (Table 15 (a)),

M2FP is equivalent to naive Mask2Former, and we can

adopt the heuristic greedy algorithm to generate human

part segmentation results, yielding 71.35% mIoU and

54.25% APr
vol. Adding the background queries (Table 15

(b)) can eliminate the heuristic greedy algorithm and

achieve a slight performance improvement. Continuing
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Table 15: Ablation study on the impact of different
types of queries on PPP dataset. When lacking back-
ground queries, the heuristic greedy algorithm is used to
generate human parts segmentation results.

part queries background queries human queries mIoU APr
vol

(a) ✓ 71.35(-1.19) 54.25(-2.21)
(b) ✓ ✓ 71.81(-0.73) 54.33(-2.13)
(c) ✓ ✓ ✓ 72.54 56.46

to incorporate the human queries (Table 15 (c)), which

is the proposed M2FP, shows a significant performance

improvement, particularly with 1.19 points mIoU and

2.21 points APr
vol improvement compared to (a). This

indicates that modeling human as group queries is a

concise and effective approach, making the powerful

Mask2Former architecture suitable for human parsing

tasks.

6.2 Under-Investigated Open Issues

Based on the reviewed research, we list several under-

investigated open issues that we believe should be pur-

sued.

• Efficient Inference. In practical applications, human

parsing models generally need real-time or even faster in-

ference speed. The current research has not paid enough

attention to this issue, especially the multiple human

parsing research. Although some literature [199,217] has

discussed the model efficiency, it can not achieve real-

time inference, and there is no human parser designed

for this purpose. Therefore, from the perspective of prac-

tical application, it is an under-investigated open issue

to design an efficient inference human parsing model.

• Synthetic Dataset. It is a common practice in many
fields to use synthetic datasets to train models and trans-

fer them to real scenes. Through CG technology (e.g.,

NVIDIA Omniverse1), we can obtain almost unlimited

synthetic human data at a very low cost, as well as pars-

ing annotations. Considering the labeling cost of human

parsing dataset, this is a very attractive scheme. Wood

et al. have made a preliminary attempt on the face pars-

ing task and achieved very excellent performance [167],
but at present, there is a lack of research on the human

parsing field.

• Long-tailed Phenomenon. The long-tailed distribu-

tion is the most common phenomenon in the real world,

and also exists in the human parsing field. For example,

the Gini coefficient of MHP-v2.0 is as high as 0.747 [182],

exceeding some artificially created long-tailed datasets,

but this problem is currently ignored. Therefore, the

existing methods are often brittle once exposed to the

real world, where they are unable to adapt and robustly

deal with tail categories effectively. This calls for a more

1 https://developer.nvidia.com/nvidia-omniverse

general human parsing model, with the ability to adapt

to long-tailed distributions in the real world.

• Interpretability. Interpretability affects people’s

trust in deep learning systems. Human parsing is an

important visual perception technology that expresses

the temporal-spatial attribute of human body in the

real world, and its interpretability can bring significant

impact to many applications, e.g., security monitoring,

autonomous driving, social media, etc. Yu et al. employ

capsule network to establish an unsupervised face part

discovery system [192], which partly reveal the inter-

pretability of face parsing. However, the research on

human parsing interpretability is still vacant. It is a

non-negligible issue that must be investigated to build

a trustworthy human visual perception system.

6.3 New Directions

Considering some potential applications, we shed light

on several possible research directions.

• Video Instance-level Human Parsing. The cur-

rent VHP research basically follows an unsupervised

semi-automatic video object segmentation setting, which

reduces the labeling cost in a way that greatly loses ac-

curacy. However, most of the practical requirements of

video human parsing require extremely high precision.

Therefore, making full use of annotations and solving

the VHP issue through an instance-discriminative man-

ner, i.e., a fine-grained video instance segmentation task,

has great research prospects.

• Panoptic Parts Parsing. Panoptic Parts Parsing, or

Part-aware Panoptic Segmentation [40], is a new issue

recently proposed. This task aims to simultaneously

understand a scene at two levels of abstraction: scene

parsing and part parsing. At present, the research on

this issue is still at an early stage. We consider that

in-depth research on Panoptic Parts Parsing can reveal

how humans perceive the scene at a deeper level.

• Whole-body Human Parsing. Besides human pars-
ing, face parsing and hand parsing [96, 105] are also

important issues. To fully understand the pixel-wise

temporal-spatial attributes of human in the wild, it is

necessary to parse body, face, and hands simultaneously,

which implies a new direction to end-to-end parse the

whole body: Whole-body Human Parsing. Natural hi-

erarchical annotation and large-scale variation bring

new challenges to existing parsing techniques. Thus the

targeted datasets and whole-body parsers are necessary.

• 3D Human Parsing. Due to the popularity of 3D

sensors (e.g., LIDAR and depth-sensing cameras), 3D

human parsing [149,195] has gradually become a new

focus. Its purpose is to predict each point in the point

cloud to partition the human body into semantic parts.

https://developer.nvidia.com/nvidia-omniverse
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Unlike (2D) human parsing, 3D human parsing requires

processing of irregular point cloud data, so algorithms

designed based on 2D human parsing are not applicable.

Therefore, research on 3D human parsing with point

clouds is still in its infancy.

• Cooperation across Different Human-centric

Directions. Some human-centric visual tasks (e.g., hu-

man attribute recognition [184], pose estimation [212],

human mesh reconstruction [48]) face similar challenges

to human parsing. Different tasks can play a positive

role in promoting each other, although developments of

these fields are independent. Moreover, the settings of

different human-centric visual tasks are related, while

there are no precedents for modeling these tasks in a

unified framework. Thus, we call for closer collaboration

across different human-centric visual tasks.

6.4 Human Parsing in Foundation Models Era

In recent years, the most exciting developments in ar-

tificial intelligence have undoubtedly been foundation

models (Large Language [5,140] / Vision [81,135] / Mul-

timodal Models [2, 41, 139, 141]). These methods have
greatly influenced classical machine learning and also

brought many challenges and opportunities to human

parsing.

• Challenges. The foundation models have emerged

with a large number of capabilities that conventional

models do not have, resulting in significant challenges for

conventional task-driven small models. On the one hand,

large vision models (e.g., DINO [8,135] and SAM [81])

exhibit impressive zero-shot segmentation capability,

which means that supervised learning human parsing

may not be a generalized solution. We need to consider

new methods to address the human parsing problems of

the new era, for dealing with massive amounts of out-

of-domain data and categories. On the other hand, con-

trastive learning aligns the feature space of images and

natural language [139], and the powerful multimodal fea-

tures enhance the network’s capability to handle issues

such as zero-shot, few-shot, and long-tailed phenomena.

However, we have not yet seen human parsing tasks

benefit from multimodal representation.

• Opportunities. Fortunately, challenges always bring

opportunities. Large vision models bring a more uni-

versal representation, and human parsing should be

considered as part of the human-centric visual under-

standing to seek more unified solutions. Firstly, human-

centric pre-training foundation models have become

possible [16], which will directly assist numerous down-

stream tasks (e.g., human parsing, pose estimation,

and person re-identification) to improve generalization

or reduce the required labels during fine-tuning. Sec-

ondly, exploiting human-centric homogeneity to design

a universal model has also begun to showcase its ad-

vantages [24, 150] , outputting several predictions in-

cluding human parsing in an end-to-end manner. This

has great significance for exploring the promotion or

inhibition relationships between different human-centric

visual tasks, and for learning more universal human

visual representation. In addition, aligning visual and

language embeddings of human parts has also become

possible in the era of foundation models. Prompt-based

generative models can enrich scope of human parsing
applications, e.g., combining ControlNet [198] to control

human image/video generation, or as a visual prompting

method to unleash the visual grounding abilities of large

multimodal models [180] (such as GPT-4V).

7 Conclusions

As far as we know, this is the first survey to comprehen-

sively review deep learning techniques in human parsing,

covering three sub-tasks: SHP, MHP, and VHP. We first

provided the readers with the necessary knowledge, in-

cluding task settings, background concepts, relevant

problems, and applications. Afterward, we summarized

the mainstream deep learning methods based on human

parsing taxonomy, and analyzing them according to

the theoretical background, technical contributions, and

solving strategies. We also reviewed 19 popular human

parsing datasets, benchmarking results on the 6 most

widely-used ones. To promote sustainable community

development, we analyzed the under-investigated open

issues, provided insight into new directions, and dis-

cussed the challenges and opportunities of human pars-

ing in the foundation models era. We also put forward
a new transformer-based human parsing framework, ser-

vicing a high-performance baseline for follow-up research

through universal, concise, and extensible solutions. In

summary, we hope this survey to provide an effective

way to understand the current state-of-the-art human

parsing models and promote the sustainable develop-

ment of this research field.
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